
Light Up the Season

Candle Scavenger Hunt

Week 1 “Lighting” – Nov. 29th

1

The number is that of our country’s seceding
The road is a Hill where apples are seeding
Named after a farm of trees filled with fruit
Is where you will find the candle to boot

4

To locate this address just count to five
Then remove both the one and the four to arrive
This road would describe all places with scenery
The second part is where laws are decided quite eqgerly

2

The age at which youth can vote in this land
Then multiply it by three and you’ll be just grand
The Avenue’s name is unique by far
What waves in the wind followed by L-E-R

Our national anthem was written this year
But omit the first digit, just to be clear
Then think of a term to which you can liken
A Farm upon which one only grows lichen

3

Just over ten score by a digit of one
Is the address of the home to which you should run
The name of this Drive isn’t easy to guess
But I’ll tell you one thing: it isn’t Strath-LESS

5

The start of this place is a number quite clear
Just say it twice to get the name of this year
Once you have that then you simply must find
The Path where horses Tow cargo behind 

6

54 Flagler Avenue

235 Scenic Drive

814 Moss Farm Road

1776 Orchard Hill Rd

201 Strathmore Drive

20 Towpath Road



Light Up the Season

Candle Scavenger Hunt

Week 2 “Lighting” – Dec. 6th

1

Between two and eight is a number, their mean
The three digits in order is what you will need
The Drive is a forename found in real life
What is the name of Ozzy’s second wife?

4

Blue, straw, rasp, black are not the right kind
But what does one do to make warm, spiced wine?
It’s not a long street, it won’t take much time
The house has the number that is the second non-prime

2

The address is easy, it’s six times fifty-five
That is the number to which you should drive
The Avenue’s simple, it’s so easy to see
It’s named after an old three-letter tree

A dozen, a dozen, then a dozen again
Keep adding dozens, but stop right before ten
Then comes a city in the midst of PA
You might see the Amish if you travel this Way

3

A dozen to start, then a dozen plus six
Those are the four numbers that will be your fix
Hillside Cemetery shares the name of this road
Swap the first and the last to find the abode

5

One score times two score is a good place to start
What you call a large hill is the next part
“Road” is the last piece, and this much I’ll say
You must leave the main street for a more private way

6

330 Oak Avenue

6 Mulberry Court

108 Lancaster Way

258 Sharon Drive

1218 Side Hill Road

800 Mountain Road



Light Up the Season

Candle Scavenger Hunt

Week 3 “Lighting” – Dec. 13th

1

An area code, but not for Havana
It’s down in the south, in old Texarkana
This Street is named after a nut that aspires
To one day be “roasting on an open fire”

4

This number is prime, making it fun
You’ll find it right before number five seven one
Then comes a culinarian, a chef, a baker
All on a Road and an elevated acre

2

Remind me, friend, for my mind’s in a cloud
The old character limit that Twitter allowed
Then off of Talmadge you’ll find a Lane
Named after the Creek of VanDerBeek fame

A term for a valley that starts with a G
Plus the word for a stream that starts with a B
The number is that of Grant’s dollar bill
Then what a car does that requires some skill

3

The number’s the hour known as 3PM
But read like the army to lower mayhem
Then comes the Drive, the surname of a man
“The Scarlet Letter” was his, if you’re a fan

5

Eleventy two is the number to start
If you know what that means you really are smart
The Road shares a name with the ninth POTUS
But only the surname is worth your notice

6

140 Dawson Lane

569 Cook Hill Road

50 Glenbrook Drive

430 Chestnut Street

15 Hawthorne Drive

112 Harrison Road



Light Up the Season

Candle Scavenger Hunt

Week 4 “Lighting” – Dec. 20th

1

Add three metal Georges then minus a Lincoln
You’ll see what I mean when you let that sink in
Next the inverse of near, the reverse of nearby
Then the line in the distance, between earth and sky

4

Turn at the light where Shrek’s house stood
And yes, it’s ok, the owner said that you could
Go right ahead, down the long drive
Of half of one thousand, minus a five

2

Between winter and summer is where this Street lies
I’m not asking much, just open your eyes
But first comes the number, it’s not that bad
How many presidents has our country had

The number is arsenic, found on the table
More scientific and less of a fable
A fish and a river make the road matter
The former’s a T and a B is the latter

3

The first and the second numbers are threes
To find the third just multiply these
Up on a Ridge is where you’ll find this light
At a road named for the wife of Arthur the knight

5

Hours in a day but minus the last
That is the figure for which you have asked
For this next clue I’ll go out on a limb
To say “Nation Clique” is a poor synonym

6

45 Spring Street

495 Higgins Road

33 Trout Brook Road

74 Far Horizon Drive

339 Guinevere Ridge

23 Country Club Road


